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In managing glaucoma, the doctor’s primary goal is minimizing the risk of visual disability during the lifetime of the patient. According to Robert N. Weinreb, MD, achieving this goal requires a comprehensive strategy that includes staging the disease, estimating life expectancy and evaluating the past rate of disease progression based on visual fields, the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) and changes in the optic disc.

Progression can be evaluated in the clinic by one of two approaches. One approach, known as event-based analysis, involves evaluating change from baseline. The second approach, known as trend-based analysis, involves estimating the rate of change. Change from baseline is typically more sensitive than rate of change; however, rate of change is essential for judging whether a patient is at risk for vision loss during his or her lifetime. Historically, estimating rate of change, i.e., rate of progression, has been more difficult.

Why Determining Rate of Disease Progression is a Challenge

Landmark research efforts, such as the Ocular Hypertension Treatment Study (OHTS) and the Early Manifest Glaucoma Trial (EMGT), have been of some help in this regard. Data analysis from OHTS identified risk factors, such as larger vertical cup/disc ratio, thinner central corneal thickness, older age and higher IOP, that can help in estimating the potential risk of a patient’s progression from ocular hypertension to glaucoma. Similarly, EMGT showed that certain risk factors can help in predicting which patients with established glaucoma will move through the disease continuum. “Rate of progression is highly individual among patients, and not all patients progress at vision-threatening rates,” says Dr. Weinreb, Chairman and Distinguished Professor of Ophthalmology, Morris Gleich MD Chair of Glaucoma, and Director of the Hamilton Glaucoma Center at the University of California San Diego.

Furthermore, says Dr. Weinreb, “It has been fairly time-consuming to do a sufficient amount of testing to estimate progression. We have not had the analytic methods necessary to efficiently estimate rate of progression in clinical practice. Doctors have had to rely on evaluation of visual field tests and their clinical examination of the optic disc or RNFL.” Also, it is difficult to differentiate true progression from variations in patient physiology and test performance and clinician interpretation.

“We now have software available for both structural and functional testing that can provide clinicians with the relevant quantitative and statistical analysis to objectively measure progression.”

— Robert N. Weinreb, MD

A Welcome Technological Advance

Ideally, doctors should be able to go beyond estimating glaucoma progression and quantitatively and reproducibly measure it, Dr. Weinreb comments. Today, after years of working with glaucoma experts and other scientists, ophthalmic device manufacturers have been able to deliver meaningful advances in this area. “We now have software available for both structural and functional testing that can provide clinicians with the relevant quantitative and statistical analysis to objectively measure progression,” Dr. Weinreb says.

For example, Guided Progression Analysis™ (GPA™) software is available for two ZEISS instruments: the Humphrey® Field Analyzer and the Cirrus™ HD-OCT. GPA enables doctors using Humphrey visual field testing to specifically assess change from baseline and the rate of change of visual field loss over time. They can see at a glance whether vision has changed for each individual patient and can subsequently identify how rapidly visual field loss is progressing.

Building on the proven performance of Cirrus HD-OCT in RNFL measurement...
The diagnosis and management of glaucoma relies on the critical assessment of visual field test status and progression. The GPA Summary Report can help estimate the current stage of visual loss and rate of progression, to support the assessment of a patient’s risk of future vision loss. Here is an example as seen via FORUM® Glaucoma Workplace.

1. **VFI Rate of Progression Analysis**
   Trend analysis of the patient’s overall visual field history.

2. **VFI Bar**
   A graphical estimate of the patient’s remaining useful vision at the current VFI value along with a 2- to 5-year projection of the VFI regression line if the current trend continues.

3. **Baseline Exams**
   Documents initial visual field status.

4. **Glaucoma Hemifield Test (GHT)**
   Provides a plain language classification of 30-2 and 24-2 test results based upon patterns of loss commonly seen in glaucoma.

5. **Reliability Indices**
   Presented to assist in the evaluation of test reliability – Fixation Loss (FL), False Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN).

6. **Global Indices**
   Three summary indices of visual field status – Visual Field Index™ (VFI™), Mean Deviation (MD), and Pattern Standard Deviation (PSD).

7. **Selected Follow-up Visual Field Summary**
   Conclusive report of most recent or selected visual field including VFI, MD, PSD, the Progression Analysis Probability Plot and the GPA alert.
Because primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) can be asymptomatic while doing great damage to the optic nerve in its early stages, it is critical to detect this disease as soon as possible. The American Academy of Ophthalmology (AAO) recommends a detection process that first assesses a patient’s risk factors and that also utilizes such important traditional tools as visual fields and gonioscopy to achieve a confirmed diagnosis.

According to the AAO practice guidelines for POAG, a visual field for the glaucoma-suspect patient is a key step in assessing “possible glaucomatous disease in the absence of clinical signs of other optic neuropathies.” Gonioscopy is also important in identifying glaucoma suspect patients, according to the AAO guidelines, as “the diagnosis of POAG requires careful evaluation of the anterior chamber angle to exclude angle closure or secondary causes of IOP elevation.”

Once the disease state has been confirmed, the main goal of the clinician, according to the AAO, is to “maintain the IOP in a range at which the patient is likely to remain stable.” Here again, the role of regular visual fields testing is critical in monitoring patients for any signs of disease progression.

The chart below shows the recommended follow-up evaluation for patients with POAG.

**Safekeeping Patients’ Vision**

Dr. Weinreb says the latest glaucoma progression analysis tools help physicians to meet one of the most important challenges in treating patients with glaucoma, which is to detect patients whose disease is worsening rapidly. “It is important to identify them because they can benefit from more frequent examination or more aggressive therapy,” he says. “It is equally important to know which patients are progressing slowly because they may not need to be examined as often and might not need as intensive therapy. While these new tools should never replace the clinical judgment of the physician, the improved understanding of the rate of disease progression they offer provides the best chance of minimizing visual disability for our patients.”

Recommended Guidelines for Follow-up Glaucoma Status Evaluations with Optic Nerve and Visual Field Assessment*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target IOP Achieved</th>
<th>Progression of Damage</th>
<th>Duration of Control (months)</th>
<th>Approximate Follow-up Interval (months)**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>≤ 6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>&gt; 6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3–6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* IOP = intraocular pressure; NA = not applicable

** Patients with more advanced damage or greater lifetime risk from POAG may require more frequent evaluations. These intervals are the maximum recommended time between evaluations.
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Tracking Structural and Functional Glaucomatous Change Using Guided Progression Analysis for the Humphrey Perimeter and the Cirrus HD-OCT

By Vincent Michael Patella, Vice President, Professional Affairs at Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc.

For years, the rate of a patient's visual field change was determined using mean deviation — the average change relative to age-corrected normal sensitivity. Today, the Humphrey® Visual Field Index (VFI™) is the number we prefer, because it's less affected by cataract and changes in pupil size. Doctors are looking at the same visual field results they've always used, but they're assessing rate of change in a different way.

VFI estimates the overall percentage of loss on each visual field. You can retrospectively go back and calculate VFI on any Humphrey 24-2 or 30-2 threshold visual field ever done since the introduction of the HFA™ in 1984. VFI is weighted to emphasize the central visual field more heavily than the peripheral field and it's adjusted to at least partially correct for the effects of cataract. VFI was designed to be as reflective as possible of ganglion cell damage. We know there is about 8 or 9 times the density of ganglion cells in the center of the retina as in the periphery, and therefore VFI was designed to give considerably more weight to the central field. Central field functionality also is more important to the patient, so it makes sense from that point of view as well. The standard HFA Guided Progression Analysis™ (GPA™) automatically presents VFI information for all available visual field tests. A linear regression analysis is performed as soon as the patient has completed five tests.

With Cirrus, we're dealing with a million times as much data as with visual fields. We capture a 3D image of the whole area around the optic nerve and store it all as a data cube. This is a detailed 3D image of the optic nerve and the surrounding retina. From that, we can determine the thickness of the RNFL, as well as a number of different tilt-compensated measurements of the optic nerve head. Our optic nerve analysis uses the termination of Bruch's membrane to automatically define optic nerve size, exactly in line with current thinking. If there are multiple optic nerve data cubes collected over time, we use Cirrus™ GPA to align the cubes and then look for change that exceeds typical test-retest variability — an analysis that is conceptually very similar to that of the Humphrey GPA. Standard macular data cubes can now be analyzed to estimate ganglion cell density in the central retina.

We know that many doctors have branch offices, multiple perimeters and archival needs. So, we've also created a product called FORUM® that can combine data from multiple perimeters into a single database and store it on a central server. As long as all instruments are connected to the same server, each HFA has access to all tests. You can similarly combine data from multiple Cirrus HD-OCT instruments into a single centralized database. FORUM also allows us to combine test results from the HFA and the Cirrus HD-OCT into a single report.

Doctors have told us they want to see not only if the perimetry is stable, but also what the structure looks like — and how well the two measurements correlate. We believe that this streamlined process will help doctors concentrate more on what they do best — delivering high quality healthcare.

GPA analyses of Humphrey perimetry and Cirrus HD-OCT data both can now be efficiently used to help doctors assess rate of progression as well as progression events. This represents a major change in the way we are now suggesting that doctors think about glaucoma management. In my view, it's no longer a question of "did the patient get worse?" We know that most glaucoma patients progress, even if ever so slowly. Today, it also is a matter of how fast, and GPA can help us assess both structural and functional change more effectively.
RNFL Thickness Maps provide a color-coded display of RNFL for two baseline exams and the two most recent exams.

RNFL Thickness Change Maps demonstrate change in RNFL thickness. Up to 8 exams are automatically registered to baseline for precise point-to-point comparison. Areas of change are color-coded yellow when first noted and then red when the change is sustained over consecutive visits.

RNFL Thickness (Average, Superior, and Inferior) and Average Cup-to-Disc Ratio values are plotted for each exam. Orange marker denotes change when it is first noted. Maroon marker denotes change sustained over consecutive visits. Rate of change is shown in text.

RNFL Thickness Profiles TSNIT values from exams are plotted. Areas of statistically significant change are color coded orange when first noted and maroon when the change is sustained over consecutive visits.

RNFL/ONH Summary summarizes Guided Progression Analysis (GPA) analyses and indicates with a check mark if there is possible or likely loss of RNFL.

With Guided Progression Analysis (GPA), Cirrus HD-OCT can perform event analysis and trend analysis of RNFL thickness and ONH parameters (e.g., Average Cup-to-Disc ratio). Event analysis assesses change from baseline compared to expected variability. If change is outside the range of expected variability, it is identified as progression. Trend analysis looks at the rate of change over time, using linear regression to determine rate of change.
Traditionally, visual field assessment has required testing the patient, then comparing his results to a normative database. In the past, we often defined patients as having glaucoma when their visual field test was outside normal limits. But, as we all know, some patients have stellar visual field performance while others do not. In some situations, it may not be appropriate to compare a patient to a group of “normal” patients. Ideally, you should be able to compare that patient to his previous performance.

With the aid of Guided Progression Analysis™ (GPA™) software from Carl Zeiss Meditec, we are finally able to address glaucoma in an ideal manner by evaluating it as a disease of change. More precisely, glaucoma is a disease of deterioration — of either visual function or of retinal nerve fiber tissue. The best way to manage glaucoma is to determine the rate at which the disease is changing — either functionally or structurally. Carl Zeiss Meditec has given us tools to evaluate change from both standpoints, using the same GPA language to evaluate perimetry with the Humphrey® Field Analyzer (HFA), and OCT with the Cirrus™.

We know there’s a great deal of fluctuation inherent in glaucoma. There’s fluctuation of intraocular pressure, of visual field performance, and to some extent, fluctuation (or noise) in some of the imaging test values. Glaucoma specialists minor in statistics; we know that one way to overcome fluctuation is to increase the rate at which we sample.

My strategy for detecting change, whether structural or functional, is to make multiple assessments. I begin by conducting two baseline visual field tests within a short time interval — anywhere between 6 weeks and 3 months of initial diagnosis. On average, I obtain two perimetric evaluations a year. There are patients at higher risk of progression and I assess them more frequently; likewise I assess stable patients less frequently.

Comparing Apples to Apples

With the overall strategy that Carl Zeiss Meditec has employed, you can use the same vocabulary to talk about visual fields and OCT, which is ideal because they’re two different representations of the same disease process. In some cases, you may detect a glaucoma patient because of abnormal RNFL thickness compared to a normative database. In other cases, you may have a patient with normal RNFL thickness who is diagnosed with glaucoma because he has changed compared to his own baseline.

“With the aid of Guided Progression Analysis (GPA) software from Carl Zeiss Meditec, we are finally able to address glaucoma in an ideal manner by evaluating it as a disease of change.”

— Nathan Radcliffe, MD

Using the GPA software on the Cirrus, we can evaluate the patient’s loss of RNFL over time compared to his own baseline, which is a composite of two initial examinations. I’ve seen considerable variation in the thickness of the RNFL between healthy patients, so it makes much more sense to compare a patient to himself and his own historic baseline.

Additionally, we can use the visual field and optic nerve information together to perform structure function assessments with greater sensitivity. I may, for example, have a patient with a borderline superior arcuate scotoma, which appears very early in the visual field test in her right eye.

When I am obtaining the OCT, I can lower my threshold for what I consider to be a glaucomatous defect, providing that it agrees with my functional assessment. So, by looking for a structure-function relationship using these two devices, I can determine that someone may have glaucoma even if she just has a borderline thinning in her RNFL — as long as it agrees with the borderline area of the visual field. Using the
two devices together allows for greater sensitivity and specificity in diagnosis.

Similarly, you can see structure-function relationships in terms of progression. On the visual field test, the event-based GPA may tell you that a patient has possible progression in one area, and it can tell you this in as few as 3 visual field tests. You could obtain two more visual field tests to further clarify the likelihood of progression. Another strategy may be to repeat your OCT and look to see if there’s been any deterioration in the corresponding region of nerve fiber layer.

**Event and Trend Analysis**

In general, there are two ways of telling whether a visual field or OCT has progressed: event-based and trend-based analysis. Both are available through GPA. The advantage to defining an event is that you can achieve it fairly quickly. For example, in the Early Manifest Glaucoma Trial, the investigators wanted a fairly sensitive measure of field progression, particularly since half of the patients in that study were randomized to placebo. For this study, they defined progression as at least three significantly progressing points at the same locations in three consecutive tests on the pattern deviation plot. This has now been incorporated into the HFA’s GPA alert. While this analysis can quickly tell us if the patient has progressed, it won’t provide his rate of progression. A trend-based analysis takes longer to determine, but provides more information. You need at least four assessments for OCT; five for visual fields. You’re calculating a slope or performing regression analysis and you need data for that. The advantages are that you can get information on the rate of field progression and also get a sense of variability by looking at the confidence intervals around that rate and the significance of the slope of progression.

The HFA measures the Visual Field Index™ (VFI™), an age-adjusted and center-weighted assessment of the overall percentage of the remaining visual field. This global index best answers the question, “Doctor, how much visual field do I have remaining?” GPA answers this question in a way that reflects a patient’s age and is also sensitive to the fact that central vision is more important to our patients than peripheral vision. In the visual cortex, central regions of vision are “weighted” by receiving a greater degree of cortical magnification. The relationship is linear and declines with eccentricity such that a region of visual field one degree more eccentric will receive about half of the visual cortex than the more central area. Carl Zeiss Meditec took that same central weighting and applied that to the visual field, so the VFI better represents the functional importance of vision to your patient. Additionally, after several exams we can create a plot of a patient’s VFI over time. The plot can tell you if the patient is losing vision and how quickly, along with a 5-year projection of total field remaining if the progression continues at the same rate. It will also tell you if the slope of that regression line is significant. You can review this information with your patient to help him better understand his condition with intuitive and more concise language. I’m often surprised how two patients with similar VFI plots will feel differently about the projected loss of vision, and this information allows me to better engage my patients in a dialogue about their disease. The bottom line is that we’re closer now than ever to being able to deal with glaucoma on its own terms. By doing so, we can assess the rate at which our patient is deteriorating and adjust our therapy to that rate of change.

Nathan Radcliffe, MD, is a cataract and glaucoma surgeon at the New York Eye Surgery Center and is a clinical assistant professor of ophthalmology and director of the glaucoma service at NYU Langone Ophthalmology Associates.

**References**

This is an example of a patient with statistically significant and possibly clinically significant progression. This patient’s visual field loss is measurably progressing based upon the GPA alert and the VFI slope. The patient may be at significant risk of further visual loss in the future. These findings must be considered in the context of patient life expectancy and also relative to the possible risks associated with any contemplated escalation in treatment.

VFI slope is pronounced, showing a decrease of almost 23% over the past 5 years. Patient was 87 years old at the time of the most recent test. Event analysis (GPA Alert) indicates “Likely Progression.”
As a result of work over the past decade, many doctors have become more interested in knowing how fast a patient is getting worse and whether or not that rate is acceptable. In other words, given the patient’s life expectancy and given his or her current state of vision, what is the risk that this patient will become visually disabled in his or her lifetime? If there is significant risk of visual disability in the patient’s lifetime, then it may be necessary to adjust therapy.

In my view, managing glaucoma patients has evolved to be an activity in which you monitor staging, rates of change and life expectancy. In a typical scenario, the doctor makes the diagnosis that the patient has glaucoma, determines how much damage already exists, and decides what therapy is most appropriate. Then the question becomes one of determining if the patient is progressing under current therapy and, if so, how fast.

Determining the rate of progression may require investment of considerable diagnostic effort during the first few years after diagnosis. Only a fraction of glaucoma patients progress at vision-threatening rates — perhaps 15%. The other 85% may be fine with their current treatment, needing continued monitoring but no urgent change in therapy. Under this philosophy, the emphasis is on determining if this is the one patient in seven who is progressing so rapidly that he or she needs more aggressive treatment. If they’re not at high risk, you will, of course, continue to monitor their status. Those who are progressing more rapidly will then have the benefit of being considered for early and appropriate adjustments in therapy. Compared to twenty years ago, this represents a real change in the way we think about glaucoma management, but it probably isn’t very different from how other diseases are managed.

The two techniques for quantitative progression assessment are change from baseline — also known as event detection — and rate of change. Progression software should include both analyses, because detection of statistically significant change events is typically more sensitive and can be done sooner than rate of change. Rate of change estimation usually takes longer but provides critical information to help judge whether the patient is at risk for vision loss during their life expectancy. Guided Progression Analysis™ (GPA™) software from Carl Zeiss Meditec features both assessments. GPA is standard on the Humphrey® Field Analyzer (HFA™), and also on the Cirrus™ HD-OCT.

The HFA measures visual field sensitivity, and Cirrus measures retinal nerve fiber layer thickness (RNFL), optic nerve parameters, and parameters related to ganglion cell thickness. For both instruments, the goal of GPA is to quickly identify change events that statistically exceed expected and normal testing variability and then to estimate the rate of change in parameters of interest for each instrument. Change events alert you as to which patients may need more careful assessment of rate of progression. Knowing the rate of progression helps you assess the clinical significance of the observed change. We recognize that there is a difference between statistical significance and clinical significance, and our goal is to help you bridge that gap.

This strategy frontloads the diagnostic investment. In essence, we’re saying let’s spend some intensive effort evaluating our glaucoma patients soon after diagnosis. Is their disease progressing quickly, slowly, or not at all? Once we’ve figured out who they are, we can focus our healthcare resources on the fast progressors, and perhaps manage less aggressively those who have demonstrated over the course of their clinical management that they are at minimal risk.

Visual Field Index Graph

Ganglion Cell Analysis

New CIRRUS applications expand your glaucoma tools. Ganglion cell analysis lets you check for early change in the macula that may not be present in the disc region.

The ganglion cell thickness measurements are automatically centered using FoveaFinder™.

Measurements are compared to normative data in superpixel Deviation Maps.
Digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) is a standard for handling, storing, printing and transmitting medical imaging. By tagging images with a patient’s demographic information, DICOM allows images obtained from various devices from multiple manufacturers to be integrated into a picture archiving and communication system (PACS).

“A good example of a DICOM-compatible image review system in ophthalmology is FORUM® (Carl Zeiss Meditec), which we’re evaluating in our practice,” says Michael V. Boland, MD, PhD, Johns Hopkins University. “In general, a DICOM-compatible system captures patients’ demographic information from your patient registration system and produces a work list for a particular device. If a patient comes in for an OCT, for example, the system sends a list of patients to the OCT machine, the technician chooses the correct patient from the list and performs the test. This eliminates the potential for data entry errors and, as a result, enhances patient safety and practice efficiency.”

In fact, a study at the Wilmer Eye Institute of Johns Hopkins University showed that implementing a DICOM-compatible work flow reduced the need to enter or edit patients’ demographic information by 50% and reduced the need to manage misfiled images by 85%.1

“The OCT machine pushes the data back to the image management system, creating a closed loop of registration to image management to device back to image management,” Dr. Boland explains. “That’s the system you would use as the clinician to review those scans in the clinic. We’ve found the technology very beneficial for clinic productivity in terms of less technician time wasted entering data and less staff time wasted reconciling errors that occur when a patient’s information is mistyped.

“With FORUM, we’ve been able to integrate all of our visual fields, all of our OCT machines, lens measurements and corneal topography across ten geographic locations. As more vendors implement the DICOM standards, it’s becoming easier to add devices to the system.”

Dr. Michael Boland is an assistant professor and director of information technology at the Wilmer Eye Institute at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore. He is a member of the Medical Information Technology Committee of the American Academy of Ophthalmology.
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Did you know?

With FORUM® Glaucoma Workplace, in a matter of seconds, you can easily adjust your baseline exams for post-operative assessments?

Learn more about the ZEISS FORUM Eye Care Data Management System.

Visit www.ForumFacts.com